
Why attend DISCOVER 2023? 
You’re not going to take time out of your busy schedule for anything less than the best opportunities to advance your shop – and 
DISCOVER 2023 is all that and more. Need more reasons to attend? Here are our top 10 opportunities and experiences.

1
SEE NEW TECHNOLOGY IN PERSON Stand right next to some of our newest machines and see the solutions that can elevate 
your productivity, including large machines for equally large parts. Add in our digital solutions, support and training, and you’ll 
want to be here for this big picture.

2 LEARN YOUR WAY TO NEW HEIGHTS Are you and your team ready to build the skills you need for new and bigger jobs? Find 
the learning opportunities you need.

3 HEAR IT FIRST HERE – FROM THE EXPERTS DISCOVER 2023 wouldn’t be North America’s largest private manufacturing 
event without some of the leading minds in manufacturing ready to share their expertise.

4 SEE AI WORK SMARTER Artificial intelligence and machine learning can improve your work and your workflow. See the latest 
smart CNCs and powerful, easy programming options.

5 WATCH MAZAKS BUILD MAZAKS Tour our Mazak iSMART Factory™ and see automation and networking transform our 
production. The same techniques can work for you.

6 LEARN AT OUR KNOWLEDGE BARS From equipment and applications to technologies and techniques, our experts answer your 
most-difficult questions.

7 FIND FAST, PAINLESS FINANCING Forget about trying to finance machine tools with lenders who don’t understand 
manufacturing. Mazak Capital Equipment Financing (MCEF) gives you quick one-source access to great rates.

8 REDEFINE WORLD-CLASS SUPPORT Mazak’s MPower Complete Customer Care program is with you every step of the way. 
Learn more about our industry-leading phone support, service, technical training, parts program, spindle rebuilds and more.

9 DIG IN TO WHAT’S NEW Find out the latest manufacturing trends and how they can revolutionize many industries. Expand what 
you do or find new opportunities.

10 GROW YOUR CONTACT LIST Meet new people from throughout North America, find referrals and partnership opportunities, 
and explore shared challenges.

DISCOVER 2023
Mazak’s North American Headquarters Campus
Florence, Kentucky

Register at MazakUSA.com/DISCOVER2023


